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ABSTRACT
Anexperimental aerodynamic wind tunnel investigation was conducted employing
a 0.00325 scale model of the McDonnell-Douglas space shuttle orbiter configu-
ration during June, 1971. This investigation was conducted in the NASA/Mar-
shall Space Flight Center 14- by 14- Inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel. The purpose
of the investigation was to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the
orbiter over the Mach number range of 0.4 to 5.0, an angle of attack variation
from -4 degrees to 50 degrees, and -6 degrees to 9 degrees angle of sideslip.
Control surface effectiveness was investigated for elevator, aileron, and
rudder deflections.
Lockheed-Huntsville conducted this investigation for Marshall Space Flight
Center.
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Lockheed-Huntsville conducted an experimental aerodynamic investigation
for Marshall Space Flight Center during June, 1971. The investigation
was conducted in the Marshall Space Flight Center 14- by 14- Inch Tri-
sonic Wind Tunnel employing a 0.00325 scale model of the McDonnell-Douglas
space shuttle orbiter. The purpose of the investigation was to obtain
aerodynamic forces, moments, static stability characteristics, and control
effectiveness data. These data were measured from -4 degrees to 50 degrees
angle of attack from -6 degrees to 9 degrees angle of sideslip over the Mach
number range of 0.4 to 5.0. Control surface effectiveness was investigated
by varying the elevator, aileron, and rudder deflection angle. Longitudinal
aerodynamic coefficients are presented in both the body and stability axis
system, while lateral-directional coefficients are presented in body axis
system only.
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TABLE I SAPSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
SADSAC NOMENCLATM, .U.
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS \VIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB -
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB . Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
CL Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
C, Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
PCn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio - L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF -
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The test item was a 0.00325 scaled replica of the McDonnell-Douglas model
.00014 orbiter configuration. Refer to Figure 2 for model baseline dimen-
sions. It is basically a one piece model with provisions made to obtain
various control surface deflections. The model was composed of the fol-
lowing components:




V1 - wing tip fins for W 1
V
3
- wing tip extension for W
1
E1 - ELEVON for Wing W
1
E2 - body elevon (flap)
D2 - dorsal fin
R2 - rudder for D2
3 - rudder for tip fin V1
Dimensional information for the above components are presented in the Model
Component Description Section which follows the Figures. The Dataset Col-
lation Sheets illustrate the various component combinations tested, data-
set identifiers, parametric data, and run numbers associated with each data-
set.
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TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where the air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack range of 20° (±100). Sting offsets are
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25° .
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TEST CONDITIONS
Table II lists the tunnel conditions which prevailed during these tests
and states the balance accuracy. The large angle of attack range was
accomplished by three separate runs using the Lockheed designed variable-
angle sting. The angle of attack sweeps were from -40 to 100, 100 to 300
and 300 to 52° in two degree increments. Figure 3 shows a typical tunnel
installation for high angle of attack testing.
Model base pressures were recorded and utilized to determine a base axial
force coefficient. Location of the pressure orifices is shown in Figure 2.
To assure turbulent flow over the model the boundary layer was artifically
tripped by grit transition strips as shown in Figure 4. Transition strip
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DATA REDUCTION
Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were reduced to coefficient
form using the following reference dimensions:
SREF = wing planform area = 9.025 in2
IREF = bref = body length = 6.142 inches
Moments are referenced about the c.g. location 3.006 inches aft of the nose
on the model center line (see Figure 2). Base axial force coefficients were
calculated as follows:
CAB = [( - Pb)/q] (Ab/SREF)
Pb = Pbl +Pb + Pb3
3
Ab = base area = 0.551 in2




SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL 1
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
U4SC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Freestream Mach 0.6-5.0 -4 - 52 0 1-7
Longitudinal Characteristics, Number
Mach No. Effects
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Mach Number 0.6-5.0 -4 - 52 0 8
Longitudinal Characteristics,
Mach No. Effects
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Elevon Deflection 0.6-5.0 -4 - 30 0 9-36
Longitudinal Characteristics, Angle
Elevon Effects
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Elevon Deflection 0.6-5.0 -4 - 30 0 37-40
Longitudinal Characteristics, Angle
Elevon Effects
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, C Aileron Deflection 0.6-5.0 -4 - 30 0 41-52
Longitudinal Characteristics, Angle
Aileron Effects
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Body Flap Deflec- 0.6-5.0 -4 - 30 0 53-66
Longitudinal Characteristics, tion Angle
Body Flap Effects
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Body Flap Deflec- 0.6-5.0 -4 - 30 0 67-68
Longitudinal Characteristics, tion Angle
Body Flap Effects
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Configuration o.6-5.0 -4 - 15 0 69-96
Longitudinal Characteristics,
Tip Fin Effects
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Configuration 0.6-5.0 -4 - 15 0 97-100
Longitudinal Characteristics,
Tip Fin Effects
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(COynJxIED)
-PLO NMINAL NOMNAL NOMINAL a 
-- cCOEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE

























Tip Fin Rudder Effects
F Rudder Deflection
Angle








Baseline Longit. Aero. Charact.,
Sting Effects
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies,











































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL a
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITION VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, F NA 0.6-5. o o0 -6 - 9 203-220
Baseline Lat.-Direct. Charact.,
Sting Effects
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 14 0 221-234
Sting Effects on Elevons,
Delta Elevon(l)=-10 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 14 0 235-236
Sting Effects on Elevons,
Delta Elevon(l)=-10 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 15 0 237-250
Sting Effects on Elevons,
Delta Elevon(l)=+10 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 15 0 251-252
Sting Effects on Elevons,
Delta Elevon(l)=+10 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies,
Sting Effects on Elevons, A NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 14 0 253-266
Delta Elevon(l)= -20 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B NA 0.6-0.9 -4 - 14 0 267-268
Sting Effects on Elevons,
Delta Elevon(l)= -20 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, Sting C NA O. 6-0.9 -4 - 14 o 269-274
Effects on Ailerons, Delta Aile-
ron = 10 Deg.
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, Sting C NA o.6-0.9 -4 - 14 O 275-280
Effects on Ailerons, Delta Aile-
ron = 20 Deg.
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOY:TED NOMINAL NOMCINAL a NCI4INAL
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, F NA 0.6-o.9 0 -6 - 9 281-286
Sting Effects of Rudders,
Delta Rudder(2)=0 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, F NA 0.6-0.9 0 -6 - 9 287-292
Sting Effects of Rudders,
Delta Rudder(2)=10 Deg.
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, F NA o.6-5.0 0 -6 - 9 293-304
Sting Effects on Upswept Tip
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Mach Number 0.4-5.0 -5 - 52 0 305-318
Baseline Longit. Charact.,
Bent Sting
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Mach Number 0.4-5.0 -5 - 52 0o 319-320
Baseline Longit. Charact.,
Bent Sting
IMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, A Elevon Deflection 0.6-5.0 - -5 - 52 0 321-348
Baseline Elevon Effects, Angle
Bent Sting
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, B Elevon Deflection 0.6-5.0 -5 - 52 0 349-352
Baseline Elevon Effects, Angle
Bent Sting
LMSC/HREC Orbiter Studies, C Aileron Deflection 0.6-1.95- -5 - 31 0 353-361
Baseline Aileron Effects, Angle
Bent Sting
So
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(CONTINUED)
PLOTTED COEFFICIENTS SCHEDULE:





















































1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability











Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
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Note: Grit is Carborund.m,,
All Strips are 1/8
in. Wide
CuCuj
- -- 0.31 in.
Fig. 4 - Typical Transition Grit Installation on Body, Wings and Fins
MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION: _- - __e
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
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Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord
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Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
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MODEL COMPONENT: 2 3
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: iJ DD -eP 7~ 1m4/ -- /V V .








Ratio movable surface chord/
total surface chord
At Inb'd equiv. chord
At Outb'd equiv. chord




Area Moment (Nonrmal to hinge line)
FULL-SCALE
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Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC.
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a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
* f3 BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
* PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis. is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
i a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V Speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q(PSI) dynamic pressure; 1/2PV2 psi, pif
Q(PSF)
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (p-pW)/q
33
NOECLATIURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBO SYMOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2, ft2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
'c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see ref or LREF)
Lref LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see c)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2, ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-exis





























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis













Ch CN normal force coefficient; FN/qS
CA CA axial force coefficient; FA/qS
CAb CAB base axial force coefficient;
CAb [-1] [(Pb - Pao)/q] (Ab/S)
CAF forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
Cn CY~N yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref
C, CBL rolling moment coefficient; MX/qS bref
Common to Both Axis Systems
C
m
CLM pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
Cy CY side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
CL CL lift force coefficient; FL/qS
C
D
CD drag force coefficient; FD/qS
CDb CDB base drag coefficient
ODf CDF forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
CQ CLI yawing moment coefficient; MZ, /qS bref
C, CSL rolling moment coefficient; MX, /qS bref
L/D L/D lift-to-drag ratio; CL/CD
L/Df L/DF lift to forebody drag ratio; CL/CDJ





horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees














































edge to the left
edge down
edge down with respect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle,
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down




















A tabulated data listing, consisting of all aero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(u) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.







Mr. R. R. Ellis
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. R. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space
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4.959 DATA NIST. COCE GU*E
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
15 20 25 30 35
GLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
O.O'O
BIWIVIEI C03616S) 22 SEP 71
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.0250 SO.IN.


















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, MACH NO. EFFECTS
~~~~~~~~~. .....
. m 1 t t......
0 5 s0 15
ANGLE OF
20 25 30 35
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES




4.959 DATA HIST. COCE 4C*E






















































4.959 CATA HIST. COCE *G*E
15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE














15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES





15 4,959 CATA MIST. CODE *G#E
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP -' 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE G0.033 SCALE



























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, MACH NO. EFFECTS
J k ! '~!iI '!' i iiI! !' ~ ft~! zi!'r i- 
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DATA MIST. CODE *C*E
GLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES-
O . o00r
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRP - V.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE






























MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER PAGE
MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES





4.959 CATA MIST. COVE 4G*E
50 55








ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE O.0033 SCALE












MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC.ORBITER B1WlVIEI
flRRITFR STIIllFR.I flNGlfTInllNAI CHARArTFRISTIrC. MACHU Nf FFFFrTC




.o u --.05 -o, ,o -. o5 -. 20o
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
LUES
VNI 0.000







ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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BIW1VIE1 [D3616S) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 8
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEI
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEIMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
1u 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI R UCER3
.R BlWI VEi O.DD0D -30.000 0.000
R B1 WI VIE1 0.000 -20.000 0.00o
R BIl VIEI 0.000 - .0DO0 0.000
R BIWlVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000

































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWIVIEI 0.GuO -30.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WlVIEI 0.000 -20.0OU 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -D0.000 0.000
mSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WI VIE1 0.000 0.0G 0.0Gu0




































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
ir'_J ..
'~~~~,~ ..- _... ,_
' ,~~~~~~~ ........ .. .. '',.. ., .... ,,.I. 
5 0 5 IG~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~t 15 20 25 30 35
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBIITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
1.966
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
,R 91 W1 V El 0.00G -30.000 0.000
R B1WI V El.OGO
rR BlVWIVIEI O. OO -10G.000 0.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.0OO 0.000
f BIEWIVlEI G,0 . OOO 0. 000 .oo
REFERENCE INFORMATION







































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL. CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
,20D.
.1O
O 10 i5 20
SYMSOL. CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OREBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITERa MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
kNGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES
BI WI VI El
BS WI VI El
BIWI VIE


















































































MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORiBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORfiBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEf
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
NSFC TWT 494 SMFC/LMSC ORBITEI
DJO 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA. ELEVNI RUCER3
.R BIWIVIEI o0.00 -30.00D 0.000
R 81. WIVIEl 0.v0 -20.000 o.000
:R 81WIVIEI 0. 00 -10. 000 0.000
IR 81 WI VEI o0.000 .000 0.000



























A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/ LMSC OR131TEL
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORiI TE
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/XLSC ORBITEI
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
MACH G0.9D3
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R IUt¥VIEI O.00301 o -30.00fi0 O.0OC
R I BI WIIEI E.GO1 .0 -20.0OO3 0.00UO
R Bl WI VIE1 .0 GO3 - 0.0. GiO G.G UUG
R BUVWIVIEI 0.G00 0. 0G V.* G O u
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S 652 10 15 20 2S 30 3s
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRJFTIOI
(C360551 A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(03619S) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
'C3618SJ MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
0C3616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEl
0C3617S) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEI
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R 1wBIVIEI OOOG -30.00O O.OO
R B1 WI VIEI O.000 -2o.OOO 0.G00
R 01BWVIEI 0.000 -10G.0 0.OOO
6R B1 Wl VlEI 0.000 0 .000 0.000


































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIURATIOCN ESCRIPTION BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
(036055 A SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.D00 -30.000 0.000
(036195) ISFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWIVIEI 0.000DO -20.000 0.000
(C36165) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER WBIWVIEI 0.000 -IDo1.O .0.000
(C3616T) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER 8 WIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
h . . i __ [
__ _ _,_ . ,0 t .n .__i _f _
C4TA SET SVHBOL COCFIGURATION DESCRIFTCON
(s36055) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORSITE
(056195) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
(D56165) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITE
(0C3616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
(036175) MSFC TWT 494 M5FC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH 0.591
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
R BIWIVIEI O.DOO -30.ODO O.OOU
R 81lWIVlEl 0.000 -20. 00 0.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 -1D.DOD 0.000
R BIWIVIEl 0.000 0.000 0.000
R Bl WIVIEl 0.000 10.000 0.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS5 ELEVON EFFECTS
" ~ ~"-T~--"l-'' 7 " . ~l l--': m t · "'w ' -T '"T uT I . " , , -T----r -
_ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, .i __ _
__._._ _ .__ . _ __ _ . _ X H~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC
MFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC
N HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FTION BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30. 000 0.000
ORBI TER B1 WI VIEl £1O000 -20.000 .O000
ORBITER BI WI V1EIL O.00 -10.000 0.000
ORBITER BIWI VEI 0.000 0.000 D. o00















































ORBITER STUDIES. LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYrBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000o
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BWIVIE00 -10.000 0. 00 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIV1IEI 0.00 0.000 0.000































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATZCN CESCRIFTICON
(C36055) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(0361935 NHSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(036185) nsFC ThT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(03616T) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(036175) rsFC TUT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH 4.959
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA CLEVNI RUDER3
BIWIVIEl 0o.Oo -30.000 O. oo0
B LWIVEI 0,OCO0 -2G.O0D 0. O DO
BIWIVIEI G.000 -10.000 O.GOO
BIUIVIEI .O000 O.OGG0 O.000







ZMRF - 0.1550 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 20
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
0 15s . 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
2s
** : -- - - - :-- -s : N~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~; .'.
.... ~ , , _ '
t~~~~~ .......
te : : :-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
/jr 
m79~~~~~~~~~~~ I C . ,:,
35
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3605S) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
C136195) HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
0(3618S) L MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3616T) NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER


















































LMSC/HREC _ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. ELEVON EFFECTS
9 ~ ........ _L . ' 
e . . . . . . . . . . . ;i8
7 . ..... .
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:/ni 
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CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
ID36055) A MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(C36195) MSFC TWT 494. nSFC/LMSC ORBtTEI
(C3618S) NSFC TWT 494 MsFC/LMSC ORBITEi
(C3616T) SFC. WT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(03617S) MSFC TwT 494 NSFC/L4SC ORBITEF












ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCDER3
R BIWIEI O.O -30.000 30O.UO 0.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.00G -20.000 D0.00
R BlwIVIEl 0.00O -10.000 0.000
R BI WIVIEI GEl. 0 .000 0.000






















I sd'q /ir. t r Tt - I ,, a…. a..... I.l· II n *AmtarrITf"T" T. A ri rt"' S rrrrtP" rl
.lbC/HtREL UKOBIIlER 5TUUDIES,LUNbGIUUINAL CHAKACISITICS. ELLEVUN LEFLLttl
: - !ii' 'f '! ' , ' ' ." . . , . .· i . ~ . . . . .- , , 'r ' 1 '~ ' ''
. .,,.. i .
5 D 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(03605S) A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
IC36199S) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORSBITER
[C3618S) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(C3616TJ MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER




OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
VIEI O.o00 -30.000 0.000
IEVIEI .00 - O.DD0O 0.000
LVlEl 0.000 10.000 0.000
































ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC Twr 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
4.959
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
ER 1 WlVIE1 0.OUO -30.000 0.o00
ER Bl1Wl VI El 0.000 -20.000 0.000
ER BIWIVIEI U.bOO -10.000 0.000
ER BIW1VIEI D0.00 0.000 0.000



































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(03655s) nSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C361951 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
(C1616S) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3616T) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LnHC ORBITER
(036175) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
nA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
1 BIW1 VIEI O0OO -30.G01 OV.DD 
BIWIVIEI O.OOO -20G.OO U.00[
B1 WIVIEI O.00 -10.O0GO 0D.OO
6BIWIVIE1 o.0O0 O.OODO O.OOO














































CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3605S) A nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORDITE/
I036195) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORfiBITE/(C36186)S, SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITEI
(DI616T) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITEI
(036175) a HNSFC TWT 494 NSFC/_HSC ORBIOTE
nA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
R Bl WI VIEI 0.000 - 30. 0O 0. 000
R B1WIVIEI 0.D00 -20.000 0.0GO,0
R BIWIVitI 0.000 -10.000 0.0001
R BIWIVlEI .0 00 0.000 0.000








ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 26















(D36051 ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(C3616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LnSC ORBITER
tD36175J MSfC TWR 494 MSFCKLMSC ORBITER
MACH
iNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
BIWIVIEI D.O000 -30.000 v.0 oO
BI WVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.o000
BlW1VIE1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.00D












A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEa MISFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
10 i5 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWIVIEI . 0.000 -30.000 o.0o0
R BIWI VIEI 0.O1b -20.000 0.000
R BIWI VI El O.00 -10.000 0. 000
R BlW1VIEl .OCD O. 000 0.000 
R BIlWIVIEI .OUU 10.00oo 0o.000
4.959
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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~~~~~~~~~~1 . _.0 5303
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LH$C ORBITER






















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYM¥OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
(036055) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LS&C OfBITER BIWIVlEI 0.000 -.30.OO ,0.000
(C36195) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(0c361S) HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEl 0.000 -10.000 0.000
(C3616T) ISFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000








ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE U.D033 SCALE
PAGE 30
LMSC/HREC LIRBITFR STIElTFS.,I INGITIIINAL CHARACTFRISTICS. ELEVON EFFECTS
'l ~ I I I' I I ! F I I1 I' I I I -' r i'' -t F I I -1 I I I ''










NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER
NGLE OF
i WI Vi El
B WI Vi E1








































































-5 0 5 ti0 15 D'5$3f
SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNMSC ORBITER






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
.
-o
LMSC/HREC ORBITFR STUDIF.I ES NGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MtSFC/LNSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH 0.591
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5 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 SO . 15 20 25 30 35
SYnBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
HSFC TUT 494 NSFC/LMSC Of BITEI
NSFC TwT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 4SFC/LMSC OhRBITE;
, MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BSIWI VIES 0.000 -30.00Go O.0oo
R BI WIVI EI O.00O -20.000 0. UOO
R BIS WVI E 0.000 -10.0090 0. Oo
R B1 Wl VIEl 0. OO O.0 o.oO 0.OD0
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. ELEVON EFFECTS
_ __ . _ _ ~~~.__....... . .. -i
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ZHRF - 0,1350 INCHES
SCALE U.0033 SCALE
PAGE 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(036058) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.00D 0.000(036195) n0 SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWLVIEl 0.000 -20.000 0.000(0C36185) MNSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWiVIEI 0.000 -10.000 O .000
(03616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0o.00




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCR
(D36055) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNS
(C36195) NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNS(
(D361851 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHS
(C3616Tr NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNHS
(036175) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHS
~ 
HA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
IFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
C ORB1TER BIWI VIEi 0.000 -30.000 0.000
C ORBITER 81WiVlE . 0.000 -20.000 0.0oo
C ORBITER. BIWIVlEI 0.000 -10.000 D:O00
C ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 u.000
C ORBITER BSWIVlEI 0.000 10.000 0.000
4.959
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIFTION
(036055) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER(036195) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER(03616S) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3616T) HSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER








5ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
S1 WI VI El
B1 WI VI El
BI WI VIEI
BIWIVIES





















































A hSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
?4SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
· NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH 0.903
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
aR BlWIVIEI 0.000 -30 .ODO D.000
R - B WI VIEl .000 -20.000 0.000
R B1WIVIEI D.OOO ' OO 0. 0.000
-R e1WIVIEI O.000 0.DD00 0D.D



































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. ELEVON EFFECTS
z
4
.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TrT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
.15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
~R BIWI VIE1 0.000 -30.0c00 o.ooo
R B1WiViEE 0.000 -20.000D 0.000
R BIWIVEI 0.000 -10.D00 O.000
R BIWIV IEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
R BIWVIEI 0.000 10. 000 0.000
_ I 
. . B ' . .
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, ELEVON EFFECTS
-D 20








.10 .15.15 -. 25 -. 30
CATA SET SYMBOL
( 103605s ) A
(0361 95)
(C361J6 )




MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
NSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC T7T 494 4SFC/LHMC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMC ORBITE
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R 1 WI VI El 0. 000 -30.000 0 000
NR 01WIivEl1 0.000 -20.00D 0.D00
R BIWIVlEI 0.000 -10.000 0 000
R BIWIVIE1 0.000 0.G000 0.000













































. 35 -. 40
B
.05 .00 -. 05
I
5rYHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
2 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
NO SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH 0.596
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI 'RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIWlVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
R BiWIViE 0.000 b0 0.000 0.000 10.00o LREF 6.1420 INCHES
NR BIWIVIEI 0.00 1. 0.000 20.o00 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.99S0 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
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S 0 5 53~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~l0 15 20 25 30 35
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
N'SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
ISFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITE
N ISFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
ANGLE OF' ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNl RUCER3
R Bi WIVEI 0.000 o.000 0l.0o
R BI WI VIEI 0.000 0.000 0 .000




10.00D LREF 6.1420 INCHES .
20.oDD BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XNRP 3.9950 INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES






































LMSC/HRFC fRBRITFR STUDIESF.I ILCNGITUDIIFNAL CHARACTERISTICS. AILERON EFFECTS
SYMHDL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MO SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
AR BIWIVIEt 0.000 0.0o00 a 0.0
R BiWI VlEI 0.0o00 0.000 0Uo00









XMRF 3.995 I NCHES
YMRF 0.00U0 INCHES
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, AILERON FFFFCTS
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5 D 5 ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~10 15 20 25 50 ~5
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL
(A36216) I
A362_US M 0 CH
MACH
CCONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CORBI TER
1 WiVIEI
B W VI El










































LMSC/HRF£ OIRRITFR STIIlIFS.I LNGITIflTNAI CHARACTERISTICS. AILERON EFFECTS
6
· ' ~ " " ' '~ ~" "' ' ' '
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTJON
A 61-6T)  MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(1A36205 NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3621S) o MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA. ELEVN1 RUCER3
R B1 WI VIEI 0. /000 V.Vo G. 000
e81 WI VI£El 0 o.00 .000 c .000



















































CATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFT
(A3616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC 0
A136205) MSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC 0
IA3621S ) O MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC O
HACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DE
rIN BE TA ELEVNI
>RBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.00Q
7RBI TER B1 W1 VIEI 0.000 D 0.0 0
RBITER BIW IVIE' O.DD00. 0.000
U.901
GREES
RUDEfi3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
0.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0 O.OG0 20.0003 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
MRP 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES.









































5 0 5 1o
ANGLE OF
VATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATiON CESCRIFTION




BETA ELEVNI RUDCER3 AILRON
0.00O0 0.DOO 0.000
.00 .000 D O.0DD0 1. 000

































nSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORSBITE
0 .MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
fi B W1 VI E1 , OOO0 .00O . OO
:R BIWIVIES 0,0o :O.OO O.. Ouo
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S . % 015 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN
nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
P4SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
1B WIVIEI
81 Wl VIEI
81 WI Vl El
0.596
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0000 D.ODD00 0.000 SREP 9.0250 S. IN.
0.000 0.000 0.0O0 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.0 00 0.00 O.OOO 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES



























































CATA SET SYMbOL CONFICURATICN CESCRIFTION
(A3616T) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBI
(AS620S) NSFC ThT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBI1
(A3621S) 0 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORB13
0.9D1
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AI LRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
TER BIWlVIEI 0.000 . o.o00 0o  SREF 9.0Z250 SQ.IN.
TER BlWIVIEl 0;000 0.000 0.000 1.0ooo LREF 6.1420 INCHES
TER BIWIVIE1 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.000D BREF 6.14Z0 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0 .000 INCHES
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 50







































MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER




B1 WI VI El
BI WI VIEl
15 20
ATTACK , ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTON
(A3616T) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(436Z205 NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER






BETA ELEVNt RUCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 O.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN.
0.000 0.000 U.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 0.000 0.000 20.UG BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XHRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES




















LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BODY FLAP EFFECTS
SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBI TE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
0 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/L.SC ORBI TE
MACH





0 13 20 - 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2 RUCER3
fi 81 WWVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.00
fi BIWIVIE1EZ O,000 I.OUO 1UO.DD0 0.DO














































I MCC/UQ"C fDDTDCD CTIIflfC I FIUCTTllnTIAI PADA"CTDICT lrC_ DRn Fl Pt AP 'FFr'TC
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2
(E3601TJ Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BJWIVIEI 0,000 0.000
(C360dS) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER B1 WIVIEIEE2 0.00 0. O IOD.OO
(D36095S) O SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEIE/Z 0.0OO 0.000 20.buO
MACH 0.903
RUDER3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
0.00O LREF .6.1420 INCHES
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XHfiF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES
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CATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURfiATION ESCRIFTION
IE3601 r )Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
Ic360as) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
IC3609s) O MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HACH 0.594
iNGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2 RUCER3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
BIWIVIEI O.000 0.000 0.000U SREF 9.0250 SO.IN.
81WIVlEzE2 G.000 o.aoO 10.000 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
lWIVIEE2 E 0.00 0.000 20.000 0. 000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES





LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. BODY FLAP EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2
(E361OT) n MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEl O0.000 0.000
(0D605$) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEIE2 . 0.00 G000 10.OO
(C3609S). O NSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMHC ORBITER BIWIVIEIES2 O.OOO .D000 20.000
MACH 0.903
RUCER3 REFERENCE INFOHMATION
0.0UO SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES














































'~~~_ . ' _. . .,~~~~
to 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2
(E36L1IT) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 .o00o
(C360851) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIVIE1E2 0.D00 0.000 IO.GOi.




0.000 SREF 9.0250 S.IN.
0.0G0 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES




LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BODY




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E3601T) M #SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(03695)s LI MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C136095) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
nA CH






ELEVNI ELEVN2 RUCER3 REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.00 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.JN.
0.o000 0.00D 0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 20DD0 0.00 BfREF 6.1420 .INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES


















LMSC/HREC fRRITER STUDIESIIF.I NGITUDITNAI CHARACTFRISTICS. RffIY FLAP EFFECTS




._ 1 . . . . j . . . . · , . . . . . . . . . , ~ , ............................ . 1 .
5 0 5 X~O 0 15 20 25 30 3s
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E36iST) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C361O5) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
£V36D095) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH


























































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIG0URATION CESCRIFTION
(E3601ITt MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
1036065) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(C36095) O MSFC TWT 494 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH 0.903
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI ELEVNZ RUCER3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 - 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN.
BlIWIVEIE2 0.000 0.000 10.000 0.000 LREF 6.14Z0 INCHES
BIWIVIEIE2 0.000 0.000 20.000U 0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 60
LMSC/HREC flRBITFR STillIFS.. INITTIIUINAI CHARACTFRISTICS. BRfIY FLAP EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CC*NFZ1URATICN CESCRIFTICN
(E3601T1 I HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C360651 Z MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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- 5 0 5
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICN
(E3601T) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
C036085) NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(D3609S$ 0 nSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORRBITER
A CH
I0 55 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 ELEVN2 RUCER3
BIWl VIEI G.000 0.000 0.000
BIWVIEIE2 0.000 0.000, 10.000 0.000








ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 62
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. BODY FLAP EFFECTS
i I ! i ~" i ! i' Iu '1' "t' '! i i · ! "! '! 'r ' I' i ' ! '~" ! i ! i i i i · I
_ -. . . . . -. .
o
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC T/T 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
0 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
10 is 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2 RUDER3
R BIWIVlEI 0.000 b.G00 0.000
R BIW VIEIES .000 0.000 1 0.000 O 0.G.o
































































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRI
(E3$0lTI) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
(C36065) eMSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC
(036095) HnSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC
MACH
5 10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
IFTION BETA ELEVNI ELEVN RUDCER3
C ORBITER 81WIVIEl 0.000 0.000 0.000
ORBITER BIWIV1EIE2 0.000 0.000 10. 00 0.000









ZNRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0. 0033 SCALE
PAGE 64
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BODY FLAP EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, OEGREES
CATA SET SYHMOL CONFI GURATION CESCRIFTION
(E3601T)I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
C36085) HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORiBITER















0.000 SREF 9.0250 SC. I.
U.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF o.00oo INCHES
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5 0 5ID 15 Z0 25 30 35














-. 01o 10 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SM H6OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2
Q NSFC TWT 494 mSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWI¥VIEI G.GOO .0.00



































HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
0 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HA CH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. O0
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI ELEVN2 R
R BIWIVlEI 0.000 0.000
R BlWIVlEIE2 0.000 0.000 10.000
R: BIlW VlEIEZ 0.000 0.000 0.000 O
0.594
UCER3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 9.0250 Sa.IN.
0.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
THRF O.OOCD INCHES
























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, BODY FLAP EFFECTS
--W w FN n # w w w [w t, w ,.w e e w g §g r,,, iW wg g - g g ', g * I ,r * , , , ,
... r. .......
.... J _ I , = = ....
.05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 .35 -. 40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
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.2O 
.35 - "..
-6 -4 - 6 8 2 14 
-6 - 4 - 0 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(E3616E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
ID3624E) R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R EBIWlVIEI 0.000 0.0G0 0.000
R BI WI V3EI 0.000 G 0.000
0.901
REFERENCE INFORHATION


































- 2 0 6 B 10 12 14 ' 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IE3616E) . MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER







































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
* 1- -,I * * * * * * * * * * * r " : , '- , 
~~~~~-,- ....
' f =E i-
:~~~~~~~~~
O 2 4 6 a
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R B01WIVIEI 0.00 0.000 0.000








ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURA.TIOCN DESCRIPTION
IE3616E)I NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LS$C ORBITEI















































CAA SET Sy CF AT CECAFT
DATA SET SHYMBO CONFIGUfiATICN CESCRIFTIoN
(E3616E) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC OREBITER
(C3624E) R MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
4A CH
iNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0,.000 0.000








ZHRF - 0.1351 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 73
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ·
_ ¥... :S',j ...
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 J.O S;2 14 ~6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(IE361 6E) QC HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBIZTER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.O00 0.000





































TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN
'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I.'
.''
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 v 10 12 14 IG.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
D4TA SET SYNOOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN
(Es3616E) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER









































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS
. , · ... i .,. .! , r . . . . . . * * . . . .ii , ! . .' * r'1
.i 
... - ........ _ '.
'~~~~~~~~~~.'
:rr-r. m ...... : = 2
_~ ~~~~~~~______ _______ 2
~1
.... !' ~ -_I.
_. , , ... 
- 4 - 0D 2 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION VESCRIFTION BETA ELEVYN RUDER3
Er3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWi VIEI 0.000 0.00o 0.000
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- 2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E36 6E) Q NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB TEA
(C3624El MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORSITEf
nA CH
2 4 6 8 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWIVI£EI 0.000 0.000 0.OO









ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 78

















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SyHMOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICN aBETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
(E361 6EI MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITER B1W1V.EI O.OO O io.o OD .OOOU
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS























-6 -4 -2 0
CATA SET SY4BOL CONFIGURlATION CESCRIFTICON
(E36. 6E) 4 HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C36Z4E) MSFC TWT 494 "SFC/lL4SC ORBI TER
MACH 4.959
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BE TA ELEVNI RUDER3
Bi Wi V0.000 0.001 0. 000















- -4 -2 0 2
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E3616E) MSFC TIT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWlVIEI






















-6 - -4 
A
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATI.CN CESCRIFTION
(E3616EI Q mSFC TWT 494 MSFCI/LSC ORBITER
(03624E) NSFC TWT 494 $SFC/LNSC ORBITER
A CH
iNGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BiWIVIEi 0. O 0.000, 0.000








ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 82



















-6 - 4 - 2
' ATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTlON
(E3616EG) M HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OBIETE
(03624E) HMSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITE
MACn
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. ·DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
-R BWI VIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
R BIWI V3E% 0.000 0.000
1 .974























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTICON BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(E3616E1 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVIEI 0.0013 O.G0o r G.U1G00








ZMRF r 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 84
: : _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
-w- w s - - ~,. I- i ----- 





DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E3616EI CR MSFC rTw 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
ICl36Z4E) 15 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITEF
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BlWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0. 000
R BIWIV3EI 0.000 0.000


























































-6 -4 - O
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IE36i6E) I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER(036Z4EJ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
nA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
81 WI VIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000


































-6 -4 - 0
CATA SET SYH4OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E3616E) H MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBrITER
(C3624E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA^, DEGREI
BETA ELEVNI RUDER
BIWI'VIEI 0.000 0.000 0.00O









ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0013 SCALE
PAGE 87
I . I . , m -
2
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .- : -
. . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
_·1_ .
-- 4 .- ' 0 B8101 4
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IE361 6E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITI
(D3624E) 4HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITI
nA Cn
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DE
BETA ELEVNI
ER' BIWIVIE1, 0.000 0.000



































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS
... . .._; ......-
....... . . .
~~~~~~~~..., ,. . i.. ..... i.,
;~~~~~~~] .-. ,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.I
. ~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~ , .- , , 
G .-- 0468$ 2~ 4 ,I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CDATA SET 5YHSML COHFIGURATIOH DESCRIFTION
(E3616E) Q HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER




























































-6 -4 -2 0
AN
CATA SET SYMBOL CCiNFICURATI ON ESCRIFTION
IE3616E) I HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3624E) i SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
nACH 0.901
JGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCDER3








ZMRF - 0,.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 90
I MCr /uDrr AlDDOTrD cTrInTr I RklNt IT Inft Ai rUADACTEIDTCTtrC TTD elT rf i r TCLIIIlI/ UL, UDi5IIr bIUUIL3rLUNIUIUUlIl/nL Lnl-nLIIIi-Illt, flr rJll LIrILr IJ





S$ .. ..... _. -;
.05
-.0 4 -2 0 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 1 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA TrON CESCRIFTION
IE3616E) D MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC OREITER





























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES, LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS









vos . a _ Q Q e _ Q Q i S 3 . e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
D 2 4 lO 14. 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHOOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICH
(E3616E) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3624E ) Zi HSFC TWT 494 MsFC/LN$C ORBITER



























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDOIES. LNGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
.






MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBJITEI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
:R BIlWI VIEI 0.0o 0.000 0.0 00




































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
, , , I , , ,m -ggg 
-~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -. __.
m ·
· ___ ..- ------ B___ .~._ r
__~~~~~~~~~~ -, __ , ...... -
4 - 2 2 6 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E3616E)} NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC CBRDITE
(C3624Ej) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
· : t 
I ~~ '
~~~~.,__-- .--- ' ~--- '---- - ~ " =
- - - -~~~~
[~ ...........
6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a t0
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYM0OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNl RUDER3
(E3616E) Q 1SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWlVIEl 0.000 0.000 ,OO .

































































~~~~:- . . . . ~ .-
.... --.- . .- .. :
eb~~~~~~~~ 1. .. ' ' ....b^ ,6
======~~~.m~ === "=:I 
-
- 2
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIC
(E3GI6E) M PSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB
IC3624E) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORB
HACH
0 2 4 6 i
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DN BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BITER B1WIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
31TER BIWIY3EI 0.000 0.0DO
4.959







ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 96'
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
.10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. ,15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
-. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40
CATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTIC
IE3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER




















































-0.ATA SET ML ESC TI
.20 .15 .10 .05
P
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTIC.N
IE3616E) J MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LM.C ORBI TER
(C36Z4E) J MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER
CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
.00 -.05 -. 10 -.15 -. 20
'ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWI VIEl O.00o 0.0GO 0.000












LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS. TIP FIN EFFECTS
......
'~~~... _ ~ ......._ _
.~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ , '' 
.00 -. 05
-. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CATA SET sYMBOL CONFIGURATIJON DESCRIFTION
(E3616E MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BlWIVIEI






































.20 .15 .1o .05
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
IrF I I I I
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~








HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEf
NSFC TUT 494 NSFC/LHSC CRBITEI
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
fR BI1VIE1 0.000 0.000 0.000
:R BIWI V3EI 0.000 0.000
4.959
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.. . . - .....






CATA MIST. COCE *EI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
.s
MACH NUMBER






















































-0.2 °' ' 0.0
SYMBOL ALFHA
a IDo
-r-1il- ii1'! ....- -"-,--i-r- 7-r"11'r Im i-ii m '11 1' -
L .,_ . .. _
~..L ... ' ,.
hI.~ A A ........
C)(3 ~ ~
. ~000 











CATA HIST. COCE *EI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER


























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.








0.000oo BETA 0.000 ELEVNI
10.000 RUDER3 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE $EI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH NUMBER
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZNRF - 0.135U INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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__ 0 ._A _ _ I ___







DATA nIST. CODE *EI







































O.0 4,0 4.5 Sm,






















__ _ .LL _ __ 1 __ _ __ ___gWg W-T
d~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
Q lO BETA 1.0DO ELEVNI
a I,. OO RUCER3 O.000
DATA MIST. COCE *EI











ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0,GG33 SCALE
B1WIVIEI CN3616E) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 105
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.
.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
i
: , . ..
; I i i i 1
l -- - - - T -
Aa~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
F~~~~~~~
: 4h ...... L .... b
5.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0
MACH NUMBER
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.000 o ETA 0.0 o ELEVNI
IGla,10.000 RUCER3 0.000
DATA NIST. COCE *EI






















































a ~ ~ in 
-- 
· · E y ye "
h~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
: " -;
a 0 : S
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , .- C,_..
~~A 0 '. '-_







CATA MIST. COCE *EI







ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
G.OGD




























~~~~~ 1. C, 
PAGE 1 07
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CATA HIST. CODE *El
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
2.0 2.5
MACH NUMBER












































DATA HIST. COCE tEI







ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
(N3616E) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 109
. MSC/HRFC RRBITFR STUDI'ESLONGITUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH Nl .
1.5
0U.Go BETA O.OGD ELEVNI











ZHRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALECATA HIST. COCE -#EI


























! ! i · I i I'"- r i i I ! ! ! i i r .' F'" , ". i . i i ! i ! i' i' ! ! - r
_~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . . : ' , , , .. .,..
'.~ ... _.. _f._;
_... ., , ' 
'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .-
. . CBQ Q a : c ~~~~~~- a
·~~ ~ ~ ~ . . . . . .,_ . .· . . .i. · . .· .ia ii, i ,,·* *' . '. 
- .0 0.5 1.0
ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES.
:. . .-. .
2.0
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LiMSC ORBITER B1WIVIE1
sc
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.
ta -t 1- r--- . -Tr I **r . .- , ,m
a ____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
___ _ _. _ __ _ _. _ _
1~~8





2......... ' 'i .'_. 
_2 .-. " - ... :-,I
2
': ' 
t, _ .0 
t _._
a ,.. 









DATA MIST. CODE *EI







ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE



























-0.200.10 0.5 I.0 1.5 ' 2.0
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAHETRIC VALUES
.O.000 . BE TA 0.0 ELEVNI
t 10.000 RUCER3 0. O00
CATA MIST. COCE *EI









XHRF 3.995U ' INCHES
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRF - .0.1350 INCHES
SCALE G.0033 SCALE













~~~~~~~~~~~~~~... . . , 
-oczQ ____ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
= = n ~a ===
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! iTu -r -r' Ii r-yy ,-v i "--' '! ' 1 ,- -- i' i- i ....- i y-y ' rp-·ri ir-%- ! i i ]. r r 






_ _ _ 0 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
MACH NUMBER
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA G0.000 ELEVNI . COO
RUCER3 0.000.
CALA HIST. COCE *EI







ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
BIWIVIE1 CN3616E) 22 SEP 71
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.ILONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.
-
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER PAGE 114



















































ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
BIWIVIE1 (G3616E) 22 SEP 71
DATA HIST. CODE *EIC
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
4.0 4.5 5.0
PAGE 115 0
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.
*zg -
,' l :: 
19C]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I.. 
: ~~~ ~~~~~~~~ .' ., _, !.. _'
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 Z.5
MACH NUMBER
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVNI 0.000
RUCER3 0.000
DATA MIST. COCE *EI
.3.0 4.0 4.5 5.0
REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
LREF 6.142G . INCHES
BREF . 6.142Z INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF O.U000 INCHES
ZMRF - 0.135U INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE






































(N3601B] 2:2 SEP 71 . PAGE 116
- .o I

























L~~ . : 









DATA HIST. COCE 4EI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER







ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
BIWIVIEI (N3601B) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 117
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CATA HIST. CODE *EI












ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.U033 SCALE
BIWIVIEI (N3601B) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 118
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DATA HIST. COCE *EI












ZNRF - (.1353 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
BIWIVIEI (N3601B) 22 SEP 71
5.0
PAGE 119






0.5 5.0 1. 5 2.0 2.5
MACH NUMBER




CDATA HIST. CODE *El

















































































0 ~~~.......... I i 
a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
MACH NUMBER
FPARAMETRIC VALUES
20.000 BETA . 000 ELEVNI
RUDER3 0.000
CATA MIST. CODE *El
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
O. 000














RF - 0.1350 INC
ALE 0.0033 SCA
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DATA HIS-T. CODE *EI












ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
BIWIVIEI CN3601B) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 122
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS MACH NO.






0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.U
MACH NUMBER
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUESQ 20.000D BETA 0.000 ELEVNI
RUDER3 0.000
CATA HMIST. COCE vEIC








ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL HACH FARANETRIC VALUES
0.601 ALPHA - 0. 300 ELEVNI
0.703 RUCER3 0.000
MSF0 G M0.900
Cx 4.960 REFERENCE FILE LMSC/HREC










ZHRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE








































I~/lawrL, ur~ilCi% 01UUJEaL/II.-UII^rbl. [.FI/II~/L, I!-!~ J DI ~ I-Ilbui mIU. [rrl-blJ
"11 ..i' jPl i ., .. ... * i *: ... ' ror * * * *' i .. .. III'I1 1 ... I ro I ~ r Irg ir ... ...i ti'iii . .... !jI ii
__L . : __ .... rR
. _ . _ .... 6 .; ,
_ _ _ ..~.. _ ...___E
O - r - 6 -5S - 4 - 3 -2' - t 0 I 2' 3 4 5 6 7 e 9 tO
SIDE
PARAHETRIC VALUES
ALPHA - 0.300 ELEVNI
RUDER3 0.00o
4.960 REFERENCE FILE









Z4RF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE - D.0033 SCALE


























PAGE 125MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTERISTICS. MACH NO. EFFECTS
. _ _ _' '1 " ' I II 'l 1 _ _!'1II i -1 II IIII !II '1 tll! I'III I"1 
__ __ __ '. _' _
~_, _ _ ---- ...
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~










- 0.300 ELEVNI 0.000
0.000






XMRF 3.9950 . INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRP - D.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE






























(A3616F) 20 JUL 71 PAGE 126BIWIVlE1
SrYMBOL CONFIGURATION CEsCRIPFTIO
SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
MSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITEi
HSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC CORBITEI
[* NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH 0.597
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVN. RUCER3
R BSWI VIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
R BIWl VIEIR3 -0.300 G. OO J .000
R B1WIVIEIR3 -0.300 0.000 20.000
R BD1WIVIEI Z0.450 G. 000 0.000
R BWlIVIEIR3 .20.450 0.000 10.000
:R BIWIVIEIR3 20.450 0D.00 .20.000






























N Q SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITE
HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITE
NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORI TE
NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITE
SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNSC ORBITE
2) 14HSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LNSC CRBITE
MACH 0.900
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUDER3
rR B1W1VEl -G.300 O.OGo O,0DOR BIWIVIEItR3 -0300 O.000 I0.
R BIWIVIEIR3 -0.300 0.G00 2. Goo
R BIWI VIE1 20.45 0.000 0. 000
-R 1BWIVIEIR3 20.450 0.000 0.000GO
R BIWIVIEIR3 20.450 0.000 20.000
REFERENCE INFORMATION











































I Uf zlf% ,I.….,An I rn ToI I - n n I M- P. n.^ AM .rtern I r rrs.r rrrrrzrn
151J/HiIDR i ll ORIT{ 51UUDIS,LAI.-UIRLICl. (JHA{ACiLRI511J5, TIP F IN RWUUEt kFFlr-1b
I I 
.
.... .,.,. ; ^tl ....
8 - 7 - 6 - 5 - 4 -3a - 2 - I 0I 1 2 3 4 S 6 ? ' 9 aQ
SIDE SLIP
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC CORBITER BIWIVIEI
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS





















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN RUDDER EFFECTS




































-0.3O 0.000 0. ODD
-0.300 0.000 10.00G
-0.300 0.000 20.000






































1SC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESLAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN RUDDER El-IELIS
Tr i I ii ,".- " I i i i1B Jr i i III J' F *w jJ , ifji Tr 7T !r ... ... J'f iiI! i' " -.. lr i ii 
__ . .. . _ _ _ 
_ __ 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~· 
_ < _  _ __ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~'
L _ 
'~ ~ ' o\. _.__ 
_ C< XS Sw E..._._:.
4-.~ ~ 
__~h, a r ~k= 
_ < > X > < S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.._
___........ _1 
· .l . . . . . . . . · . . . ., . . .L !. . . . . . . , . . . . . . L, . .I .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . , A 
8 -lT - 6 - S -4 - a - 2 - 1 0 S 2' 3 4 S 6 7 d 9 ~0
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MSFC TlT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TUT 494 NsFC/LMHC ORBITER
0.597










































































. --- - .- .-- - .- ... %.r~rrr r-rr^TLH-







































MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OR81 TER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSF.C TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER








- 0a 1 2 3 4
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNS RUDER3
iWIVIEI -0.300 0.00O .0DU00
IWIVIEIR3 -0.300 0.000 10.000
11 WI VI El IR3 -0.300 0.000 20.000
WI VIEI 20.450 0.000 0.000
IWIVIEIR3 210.450 0.000 1.O0OD
1 WIVIEIR3 20.450 0.000 20.000











LMSC/HRFC ORRITFR STIInIFSAT._-RFECT. CHARACTFRISTICS. TIP FIN RUDDER EFFECTS
-~~~~~~b v lqt.,&.v s,. ~ .- · m v - · · ~ .
~--=- . i= , )-
L\ 









SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
PTION ALPHA ELEVNI RUCER3
ORBITER BIWIV1EI -0.300 0.000 0.000
ALL CONDITIONS -0.300 D0D00 1D.000
ALL CONDITIONS. -0.300 0.0OD 20.000
ORBITER BiWI lIEl 20.450 0.000 0.000
ALL CONDITIONS Z0.450 0.000 10.000
























































[) DATA NOT A
MACH
-5 -4 -3 -2 0 1 2 3 -4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVN/ RUDER3
94 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER , BlWIVIEI -D.300 0.000 0.000
VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -0.300 0.000 10.000
VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS -0.300 0.000 20.000
94 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 20.450 0.000 0.000
VAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 20.450 0.000 10.000









































DIIIS.LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTFERISTICS. TIP FIN RUDDER EFFECTS
-- ~ ~~~~~~~~~~ u i1~ ·- i - · o, ..--- ......
.. . . .. ._
;Stat ~~~~~~- -. __ ~_ --- -
. . .. _Is_ 
_b - T -- 6 - 5 - 4 - ~ - 2' - l 0 1 2 5 4 5 6 ? 6 9 %D
SIDl
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E3601D ) 4 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORCBITER
(A3610C) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A361CJ 1 HSFC .TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
1(3601G) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3610GG) eSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
A13611C) ( MnSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
MA CH
E SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES
ALPHA ELEVN1 RUDER3
B1W VIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
I8WlVIElR3 -0.3D00 0.000 IU.GOEl
BiIWVlEIR3 -0.300 0.000 20.000
BIWIVIEI Z0.450 0.00 0.000DD
BIWIVIEIR3 20.450 0.000 10.000
















































-. -' -6 -5 -4 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IE3GOIC) Q MSFC TWT- 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3610r) M I4SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TER
(A36110) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A36010) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3610G) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3611r) f NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH 0.900
- Z - I O I 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUDER3
BIWIVIEl -0.300 0.000 0.000
BIWIVlEIR3 -0.300 0.000 10.G00
BIWIV1EIR3 -0.300 0.000 20.000
BIWI VIEl 20.450 0.000 0.000
B1WI VIEIR3 20.450 0.000 10.000U
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LMSC/HRF£C ORBITFR STUDIES.LI AT.-DIRFECT. CHARACTFRISTICS. TIP FIN RUDDER EFFECTS
L~. .
B ----- __.._
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _-- 1_- .,_ _._..__ __.
.. , . ___.
i~R-_f_-_s
S - 7 - 6 _ 5 _-4 _ ~ - 2 - I O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' 8 9 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E3601D) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE¥
(A3610D1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A3611C) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITZ'ONS
1A3601CJ NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI
(A361GC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER3
TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI
NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI
NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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C
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A3622FJ Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3623F F MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITER
(A3612G MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3613C J MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3614G) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI ' RUCERi
BWIV3CZEIR2 -0.300 0.000 0.000
BlWIV3CZEIR2 -0.300 0.000 10.000
B lwi V3SDEIR2 U2.450 0.000 0.000
BI1WIV3C2EIRZ 20.450 0.000 10.000
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lSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES, LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTERISTICS, ·VERTICAL RUDDER EFFECTS
~= . I.I
m n< 









HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORiBITER
NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBI1TER
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBI TER








1R2 -C.300 0.000 0.000
IRZ -0.300 0.000 10.000
IR2 20.450 0.000 0.000.
IR2 20.450 O.000 10.000
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MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FORfi
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR










IR2 -0.300 0.000 0.000










































I MSC/HRFEC ORRITFR STIllIRS. I AT_-nIRFCT. rCHARACTFRISTICS. VFRT rAI RlInRlFR FFFFCTS
rr- 1--,'L §\s@ l- *rri- TTTTw 1LTfl |Tfl *rT * T rTT l* 1Ts T 1~h TTT rrl r TTT ol 9Bu$vvl'W -y§-I--
- .T I_ - -
-_-1- _ --- _- _ _ __
. -
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _ __.-_
__ _ ~~~ ~ ~~~. _i _
. ,.
.... '" ... ... ... . $ .. .. ...... ... .
s6 - r - 6 - 5f - 4 - $ - 2 - S O 1 2 3 4 5 6 r 9 s lo
SIDE SLIP ANI
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIV3C2EIR2
nSFC TuT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER sBIWV3czEIR2
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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Ti iiii i" ' rr"1 "1-lrT' i ii T I[ 7r ' i j': 1I 'Ji- i J i! J i rI- i i r~ 1 '-=IF J i " J rI- Ti-~rT 11 rl I-I [-I
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.... r 51 S ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-'-,irj .. ,,, ,iSS'.,,...
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICON
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB1 TER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
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C
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
IA362ZF) M HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3623F, a MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OfBITER
(A3612C) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A36130) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TER
(A36146) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBI TER
MA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER2
BWiv3CD2E1R2 -0.300 OOGO 0.000
Bl.W1V3D2EI R2 -0.300 0.000 10.000
BIWV30D261R2 20.450 0.000 0.000
81W1V3C2flR2 20.450 0.000 10.000












M NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CON
nA CH
-- 2 1 1 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUDERZ
R BlWilV32EIR2 -0.300 0.000 0.000
R BIWlV3DEIR2Z -0.300 0.000 10.GDD
NCITIONS 20.450 0.000 0.U00
NDITIONS 20.450 0.000 10.G0U
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC DCESCRFIPTION ALPHA ELEVN1 RUCER2
(A3622F) MiSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER 81WIV3D2EIRZ -0.300 0,000 0.000 51
(A36S3F) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIV 3 DZEiR2 -0.300 0.000 10.000 LS
(A3612G) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 20.450 0.000 0.000 Bf
(A36136J DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 20.450 0.000 10.000 X,
(A36140 t DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 20.450 0.000 20.000 Yo
NACH 4.960
2
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: .. : : s'I : 
SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/ LMSC ORBITE
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TE
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
MACH
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA. ELE¥VNI RUCER2
:R BI WIV3C2EI R -0.300 0.000 0.000
R B1 WI V3D2ElR2 -0.300 0.000 10.U00
R BIWIV3D2ElR2 20.450 0.000 0.000
R D1WI V3CDElR2 20.450 0.000 10.000
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_ ~~~~~... 
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_. . · 
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_ ~- ? -6 -_ -4 - -. ; ' 3 4 § 6 7 B 8 I
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
.MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI7
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CORBI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI1
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBIi














Rfi2 -0.300 0 0.0 0 0.000
IRZ -0.300 0.000 10.000
1R2 20.450 0.000 , 0.000
iR2 20.450 0.000 10.000
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11 1 ljl ifT! - i l I I I ! I I 1 1 l i 1 I~ ! I ll!~f jl ! l lf l
_ __ _ _ ____ _. _~~~~irlliillll
__ 
_
,___ _ .... _ _ __
- 2 I 0 i 2 3 4 5 6 7
MrBOL CONFIGURATION
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DESCRIFTION ALFHA ELEVNI RUOER2
. MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 1BWIV3C2ElRZ
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER 81WlV3D2EIR2
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
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. ................... 
..... .... ...... .. .... ............ .
_ _~~~~~~~~~ ........ 
_ .. 
_._
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ' - -=.  -' :-
~~~~~~~~··. ; _ , .
__ _ 
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. _ _  _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_~ . _ _i._,
.... .... .... .... .... .... ,... .... ..z. .,.. ,... .... .... ,.{. .... ....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 4 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
DAfA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
5 - 2 1 0 1 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
N ALPHA ELEVNI RUDER2
ITER BIWIV3BC2EIR2 -0.300 0.000. 0.000
ITER IWI V30DEI RZ -0.300 o.oo 10.000
CONDITIONS 20.450 o0.000 0.00
CONCITIONS 20.450 o0.00 10.OUO
COND ITIONS 20.450 o0.00 20.000.
MACH I 4.960
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUD





MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI
MNSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBI
MACH
-5 -$ 0 2 3 4
SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
JN .ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER3
ITER 8WI VIE1 -0.300 0.000 0.000
ITER 81WI V3EI -0.300 0.000
ITER BIWI VEl 20.450 0.0OG 0.000
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.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .....
._ t -1- I I I - -~~_ _ .,
8 - r - 6 - 5 - 4 - ~ -. 2 - I O & Z' 3 4 5 6 7' 5 9 JD
C
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITE
N SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
0 bSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
-2 -I 0 i 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVN1 RUDER3
ER BDiWI VI E -0.30b 0.000 0. 00
ER BIWV3EI1 -0.30 0 .000
ER BIWI VIE 20.450 0.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATI
tE3616F)1 HSFC TWT 494
tA3624F) MI HISFC TWT 494
A3601I O MSFC TWT 494
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CONFIGURA TION CESCRIP TION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER









-0. 30 0.000 .000















































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3
DATA SET SrYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(E36 6F) Q HSFC TIT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TER
IA3624F MnSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3601C) M HSFC tWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
{A36155) MSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LHSC ORBITER
NACH
IODE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUDER3
BiW1 VIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
BIWI V3EI -0.300 0.000
Ba*WI VIEl 20.450 0.000 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUD IES.LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACTERISTICS, TIP FIN EFFECTS
~ i i i i ! i'l ! i J 1 i i-!i li ii'! i~1i ' '1 lw E I' ' ¥f [ III





9 Ra= -- -_
6 -7 -6 -5 -4 - s
SyHMOL CCNFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
R IHSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
a HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
-2 - I 0 1 2 3 4





























































I . 11 . .
L4-
-1 1.
rI MSr//HRF PIPRRITFR CTIIlllF.I AT.-nIIRFCT. CHARACTFERITISc. TIP FIN FFFFETS
·~ 1u ·tv ii~ !ws .J I i 111ow e 1~11|f^w_ w · v .. . l ~.. ,, .. l~,JX
_ E I _ _ ~~~~~~~~~. , ' . ·
._ 9i I. .-
... I - 1- -- II G7 
:~....1.... .. 1.... . .... .... .... 1....1 .
B -7 -6 -5 4 3 2 - s O 1 2 3 4 6 B , 1
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTI CN
.HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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, ~~~~~~~ .. . ,
!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . ,;St 
X X XT TTTS W~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-0 -7 -6 5 -4 -3 2 -1
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(E3616F)I Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC O.RBITER BIWlVIE1
(A3624F) nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIV3EI
(A61OIG) I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI
(A3615G MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIV3EI
MACH





20.450 0.000 o Uo.
Z0.450 0.000
O. 601
S 6 7 8 9 10
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI.ON ALFHA ELEVNI RU0ER3
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI -u.3LL0 U.L000 LO.LIU
NMSFC TWT 494 NsFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIV3EI -0.300 G.000
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 20.450 G.001,0 0D.000
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DATA SET SYHmOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IE3616F) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3624F) 1 MHSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(A3601G) O MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
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I MSC/HRECr IRRITFR STlUnlFS.I AT.-nlRFECT. CHARACTFRISTICS. TIP FIN FFFFCTS
rrl .*w s t r . .[ v . .w ·r Tr . m.w Tr T fIfW§ U,
_ . ._ _ . ___-~~~~~~~~~~~--'r 








' NSFC TWT 494















































































SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRtFTIONR MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC COBI TER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
iR BlWUVIEI 0.000 0.000 i O.U00
iR BIWIVIEI G.DO0 O.O00 0.000
0.596
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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6 - 4 O 6 B 10( 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
rATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q YSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER
(E3601AI) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
A CH
61 WI VIEI
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
III
~ s-r-i-_ -i - ,--r-- - rnr- -r-r- ww -rr W m * i -| -r r - rnrt
,.=~~ ......... _. ___~ . ,, T
·S I. ___
DATA SET SYHDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB1TE
CE3601AJ MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITE1
2 4 6 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BJWI VIEl 0.000 0.000 o.boo
R BIUIVIE1 0.0G0 0.GV O D.D000










































I MSC/HRFr flRRITFR STCllnTlF..RA FI INF I fNGIT_ AFRf. CHARACrT. STING FFFFCTS
' ' ' s , . . .· . .. , .,i · i .- r..
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NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
BETA ELEVNI
BI Wl VI El
BI Wl Vl El
RUI
D.OOO O.OO 0o.
0.0 000 0.1 0o.
1 .100
CER3 REFERENCE INFORMATION
000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
001 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRP : 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES
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i .i , . . [ ! i'I i i" , . r . . 'f'. 1 
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1-4 4 a 10 12 14 16
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
(E360JA) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWIVIEI O.DD0 .0000 0.o0o















































LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT.. ST
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVN fiUCER3
(F3616E Q HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE1 0.000 , .000 . 0.000














































CATA SET SYHOIL CONFIURiATZON CESCRIPFTION
IF361 G6E ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3601AI MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH o. ?o2
IIES,BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
2 4 a . a
NGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
BIWIVIEI O.G000 0.000 0.000






















-0 6 4 -4 0
DATA SET SYHBL CONFIGURATION 4 ESCRIFTION
(F3616E I HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(:E3601 1 AMSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWlVIEI 13.o0 O. oo0 0o.ooo
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4 D 2 , 6 8 10
DATA SET SYMeOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
SF361 6E ) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(E3601A) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITEI
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWlVIEI /.; O ' .000 0.000G































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT., STING EFFFCTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC. ORBITER
(E3601A) N HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
nACn
BlWl VI El
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS




DATA SET SYM9OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICON
IF3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(36U1AJ 15 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
R BIW IVEl 0.000 O .OOL 0.000
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-4 ,- 2 0 2 4
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BE'TA ELEVN1 RUIER3
(F3616E C HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER. BIWlVIEI 0.0U00 0.000 0.000L
(E3601AJ . MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
MA CH 0. 702
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4 0 2 4 6 1o
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET srySOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
F3616E) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVIEl 0.000 0.00D 0 0.00D
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT, AERO. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
(F3616£E ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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6 - 4 '- 2 . 0 4 6 O 12 14 16
I MSC/HRFC fiRRITFR RTIIllFS.RASFI I NFI IfR IT. AFROi. CHARACT_. ;TING FFFECTS
. . 1 _ ,, :::
6 -4 - 2 4 6 6 O IZ 14 16
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
(F3616E) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
(E3601A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
HACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDCER3
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.00
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(IF361E) M HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36OIA I NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWlVIEI .000 0.O00 O.OOO
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT.

















CATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIFTION
(F3616E) C) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3601A) 1 MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
iNGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA., DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
BIWJVIEI 0.000 O.oGO 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT.
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DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E1 I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3601A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE£R
MACH
NNGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
B1WI VlEl .0GO b0 0.00 0.000
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CATA SET SYrMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIOCN
1F3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E3601A) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH





























CATA SET SYMIBOL CONFIGURATICJN CESCRIFTION
(F361 6E I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
E3601A ) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
iNGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
B1 WIVIEI 0.000 C .OG G. 0OGO
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCN*FIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(F3616E) M HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
gE36rtA) R MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
B WI VI E1





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDEfiR3
(F3616E) MNSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE1 0.000 o.D G 0..OU
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITER
CE360U1.AI MSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH
i. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
B IWIVIE .E000 0.000 O.000
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CATA SET SYrSBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEf
(E36U1A) MSFC TWT 494 MsFC/L$SC OfBITE
1MACn
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R B IWVI E1 O.O00 0.000 0. 0






































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIOGURATIZON DESCRIFTION
CF361 6E) MSFC TWT 494 .SFC/LMSC ORBITEF
(E3601A) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MA C
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BWllVIEI 0.0000 0.000 0. 00
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS
! , i r I I ".'Ti i i F * i
f
i!i Iw l 
-4 0 2 NGLE 4 6 E
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
l0 t2 14 I6
CATA SET SYMnOL
(F361 6E )(E36O1A ) 
MACH
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
B1 WI V IE
B1 WI VIE I
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3


























































DATA SET SYrNOL CONFIGuRATICON CESCRIFTION
(F 361 6E1) H MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
E3601A ) B MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH
,NGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
BlWlVIEI O.OOo 0.000 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE LONGIT. AERO. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
.~~~~~~ i 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. ..
;' 4 -- O 2 ' _ . O _2 _ s
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(F3616E) Q MSFC TNT 494 NSFC/LNSC CORBITER BIWIVIE 0.0O0 0.000U 0.000U



































I MSCf/HRFr '-RR ITTFPR qTI il T F. RARFI INIF I NRIG 1 T AFR. rCHARACrT. STING FFFFCTS
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6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 J. 10t2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3 61 61 ) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TER
(E36011A) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HA CH








































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3616E) I MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEi(E3601A) HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
MACH
2 4 6 8
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUICER3
Rfi BIWiVIE 0.000 0.GOO 0.000
R B1WIVlEI 0.000 0.003 0. 000
4.959
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6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 *O 12 S 6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CDATA SET rM60OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3616E) HMSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3601A) 1 NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH
B1 WI VIE
B1 Wl VI E
BETA ELEVNI RUCERfi3
0.000 0.0o00 .000
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6 - 4 . - 2 0 Z 4 6O 53D2 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(F3616E) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVIEI 0.0GO 0.000 D.000
(E360IA) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BlWlVIEI 0.000 0.000 D.000








































CATA SET SYHSOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTION
(F3616E)I .SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E:3601A) I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(F361 6E) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BI1WVIE1 G.OUO O.O O.G0o
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B 0I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCDER3
(F3616E) R MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIW IvlEIEl o0.00 a.OD U.00U
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MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA . ELEVNI FiUCER 3
iR BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
:R B1 WIVIEI 0.00 0.000 O.000
G.596




BREF . 6.14E0 INCHES
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
YHRF O.0000 INCHES
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
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HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORIBTE
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC CR1iBTE
-. 15
-. 20 -. 25
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWI VIEI1 0.000 0.000 o.Quu
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MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -.15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
.R
R
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.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(F3616E) I HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1 WI VIEI 0.000 O.000 0.000
(E3601.A I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER 1iWiVIEI .OOO 0.U00o 0.000D
MA CH 1. 10
-. 30 -. 35 -. 40
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3616E) Q HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORSITE£
(E3601A) NHSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
HA C
.00 -. 05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
.R BIWIVIE1 G.OGG 0.000 G.OOO
R BISIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
4.959
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e -- 7 - 6 -- 5 _ 4 _ ,3 - 2' - I. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7' e s Il
S
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
F3~601C ) n MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER


















XMRF 3. .9950 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
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-4 - 3
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CORBITER
-2 -1 0 5 2 3 4
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3601r) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3616F) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER












































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LAT.-DIRECT.
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
iF360101 Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(A3616F) 1 MNSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER
HACH
IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWIVIEI -O.300 .000o 0. 000
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ISC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES-BASELINE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS
·W- l i . . . . . . . . .
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nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER




















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS
9 - ? - 6 - 5 - 4 - 3 -2 -- 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRP7TION
(IF3601D) Q SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3616F) SFC TWT 494 MSFCLNMSC ORBITER
MACH
Be WI VI El





































































LMSC/HREC ORBITFR STUDIES.BASELINF LAT.-DIRECIr. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
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MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORFBITER
MSFC TWT 494 M$SFC/LHSC ORBITER
SIDE SLIP
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DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F3601C: Q HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A36J6FI ) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEfi
NA Cn
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVN1 RUDER3
BIWIVIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
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4SC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE LAT,-DIRECT. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
_, _ _~ .~ _l' _m _ i Ir '! m m i1im I Im m m14imm! irom vi 1 l rmII Im'm ii' ' lre ! im,!




8 - 7' - 6 _-5 _-4 - - 2' - I O 1. 2 3 4 5 6 r 9 1
DATA SET SYB60L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICN
(F36010)1 SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITEI
(A3616F) S MFC TWT 494 MSFC/ LHSC ORSITEF
NACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BET)
ALPHA















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES BASEL
.20 , v v i . I i I .. I .m I, , ,, .r i. ri
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER3
Q NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVSEI .-0.300 0.000 0.000







































lSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES9BASELINE LAT,-DlRECT. CHARACT., STI1NG EFFECTS





· _ r - s - 5f '- d - 5' - 2 ,I o , a , 4 5 5 7' e 9 I n
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGuRATIQN CESCRIFTION
F3601CDI n MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LSC ORBITER
IA3616F) 2 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
BI WI Vl EL
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVNI RUCER3
(F360G0) Q NSFC TWr 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWlVIEI -0.300 0.000 O.000

























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE LAT,-DIRECT. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
~"~ r ! i 1 r i I I .~' f I I I I i' %tr ! ' I ! ill II ~ I wl I ~ I f~ I ~ I f ! 1% I I r I"1 lt I - I I ~ i 'T a rww| 
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DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTON
F3601C) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
t £A3616F} ) 1 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORB TER
SIDE SLIP ANGLI
BI WIVIEI
81 Wl Vl El
E. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUDER3







































































CATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(F3601C) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3616F) R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEI
MACH
INE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT.,
-2 - I 0 1 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUCER3
R 81WI VIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
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iSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT.. STING EFFECTS
i i m i i ii i ! i i II I I i  ' i1 mE I I. w i ii i m I i ii m i i i Im i i i I Ii i i i ' I I I Im'"l ii iIiI iI¥I
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SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
SF3601D1C) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVlIE






































































-. 05- - - -5 -4 --8! -7 -6 - 4 -3
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(F36010) ; MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER(A3616F) MSFC TWT 494 MSPC/LNSC.ORBITER
MACn
;IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIW1VIEI -0.300 0.000 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE LAT.-DIRECT. CHARACT., STING EFFECTS
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SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICON
(F3601CI) Q SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(A3616F) R HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACn
BI W VIEI
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CATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(F3601C) I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
(A3616F) 2 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
MA CH
-Z - I 0 i 2 3 4













































-. 40 6 - 4 -2 0 
ANGLF 1OF
DATA SET SfMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
ID3603A} Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFCZLMSC ORBITER
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MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
ANGLE OF ATTACH. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
f Bi WI VIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONSO DELTA ELEVON([)=-10 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(I 3603A) I SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC DRBITE
(E361SE) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CORBITE
2 4 6 8
'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
ER B1WI V1EI G.ODO -10.000 0.000
ER BlWlVIE1 I 0.GG -11.GOO. 0. 0OO
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(D36031A Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITEI
(E361E)J SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3

































































MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
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B 10 IZ 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CCINFIURATIN CDESCRIPTION
(D3603AJ MNSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORCBITERf
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
D03603AJ 0 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFIICON
(d36a3A) Q M$SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC IORBTER
(E3618E) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BlWIVI E 0.000 -10.OOO 0.00





































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCfRIFTION
(C3603A) Q HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER(E3618E) ,HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 -10.OG00 0.000
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPFTION
(0C3603A) HSFC TWT 494 4SFC/LMSC ORBJ
(E361SE) HFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI
HA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
N BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
ITER BIlWIVIEI 0.000 -1J0.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C3603A) J MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE(E3616E) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA,
BETA ELEV
R BIWlVIEI 0.000 -10.0
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6 8 10 12 14
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYHEOL CCNFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(D3603A) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LNMC ORBITER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SyMEOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(36,03A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B/ WI ViEI 0.000 -,o0.000 0.00
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS, DELTA ELEVON(I =-1O DEG.
-. 005
-. 010
- 4 - 4 6 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(C3603A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -IG.OOL 0 .000
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DATA SET SYMOOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
1C36QS 3A1 I M SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36 BE: 1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
'ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 -1.000 0.000o
BI1WI VIE 0.000 -10.000 . 000
-. 25
0.593
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTICON
(C3603.A) NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC CORBITER
(E36 18EIA MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
'ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BIWlVEI 0.G000 -G.G000O 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESSTING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS, DELTA ELEVON(I):+10 DEG.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
1036G,2A) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3617E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGuRATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(C 3 6t0ZA) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 1O.bOO 0.000



















































CATA SET SMHBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIFTION
0C6oZA ) (3 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
IE361TE) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
A CH
ON ELEVONS, DELTA ELEVON(
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 10.000 0.000
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CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATI.ON CESCRIPTION
(D36OZAJ MNSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E361iEI) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER:
MACH
NGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BIWIViEI 0.000 10.00 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUODIES,STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS, DELTA ELEVON(I =+1O DEG.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
(C3602A1I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 10.000 0.000
IE361?7E) MSFC TWT 494 MHSC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIV1EI 0G.OG 10.D00 .O0DE
0.598































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(D3612A) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVIEI 0.0EG IG.OGO O.G1OO -
(E3617E) nSFC TuT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIsWIVEI 0.0O 10.O0OG 0.000
MACH 0.897
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.STING EFFECTS ON
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ANGLE OF P
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATTION CESCRIFTION
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DATA SET SYNBOL
(r36D2AI ) 
(E361 7E I I
MACH
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TEf
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDCER3
BIWI VIEI
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(03602A) D NSFC TIT 494 NSFC/LMSC C*BITER
¢E3617E ) N HSFC TWT 494 1SFC/LMSC COBITER
A CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVhI RUDER3
B1WIVIEI O.O000 10.000 0O00





















CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
(IC3602 ) D MSFC TWUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3617E ) L MSFC TrT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUOER3
BI WIVIEI O .00 10.000 O. G.
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES, STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS,
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI O,0.0 1.000 0O.OO
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPFTION
(C3602A? NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEF
E161 7E HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIWlVIEI 0.000 10 .00 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
(C360A ) n HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0. 000 10.000 U.U000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(C 3 602A) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI O.OO0 1.ODbO 0.000
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CATA SET Sy4BOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
( C3602^IA) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E3617E) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HACH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
B1 WI V1 ; E1 a rO 1 U. O00 0 .000 
BD WI VIEI 0.000 10.000 0. 000
0.598
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
(C36ZAJ MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3617E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HACH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
'ITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
BIWIWVIEI 0.000 10.000 0.000
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CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(03604A) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
CATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION ESCRIFTION
IC3604A) I ISFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER






























ORBITER STUDIES STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS, DELTA
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIFTION
(C36C 4A) HMSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(C364A)J HMSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIV1IEI .00D -ZI.O000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK,. ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURA'TION CESCRIFTICN
(C3604A) 0 MISFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3619E) . MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH
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HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBI TE
MSFC TWT 494 M$FC/LHSC ORBITEi
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CATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
( C360 4A) 1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
¢E3619E) H MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUI0ER3
BIWI ViEI 0.000 -20.0Z00 0.000
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STUDIESSTING EFFECTS ON ELEVONSI DELTA ELEVON(I)=
ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
(D3604A) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BWlVlEI 0.O000 -20.000 0.000
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONF1GURATCION DESCRFTICON
(S3604A) Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
IE3619E) 1MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
9R BIWIViEI OG0.0 -0.000 0. D00









































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFPTION
CD36 4A) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWUVI$EI
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION VESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUCER3

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(036044A) 1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3619E) £1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
BIWI VIE!
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES°STING EFFECTS ON ELEVONS 'DELTA ELEVON(I)= -20 DEG.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRIPTION
£C3604A] n MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
lE3619E, R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
1 3604A) J MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/ILSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.b0O -20b.00b b.0D
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C36D4A1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
(E3619E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MACH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R DB WI VIi 0.0 DOO -20. OG O G. 00G
R Bi WI VI El 0.000 -20. OO 0.000
0.594
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C3604^ A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORSITE
(E3619E) HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MACH
.00 -. 05 -. 10 -. is -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
NR BWI VI E 0. 00 -20 .000 0. 000
.R BIWIVIEI 0.00U -20O.00 0.000
0.900
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DATA SET SyMBOL CONFIGCURATICN DESCRIFTION
(A3606A) R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITER(E3620E) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MA CH 0.596
4 6 10 12 14 16
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEYNI RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000 1O.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,STING EFFECTS ON AILERONS.DELlA AILERON = 10 DEG.
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ATA -SET -C URAT 
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A 3 6 06AI HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E362?.0E) L HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
ANGLE OF
Bl W1 Vl El
BIWI VIEI
0.89?
4 6 a 10 12 14 16
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.GOO 0.000 O.OaO 10.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
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4
CATA SET YMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(EA36-06A1 MSFC TWT 494 ISFC/LMSC ORBITEi
CE362OE I HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC CORBITE
2 4 6 9
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BllWVIEI 0.000 0.00 0.00
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIFTI
(A360 64A ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OR
(E36ZOE) 5R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC OR
MACH
0 2 4 6 10i
· ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
ON BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AILRON
BITER BIWIVIEl 0.000 b0.000 0.00 IO.G00
BITER BI1W VEI O O. . 00 O. b000 I10.000
0.897
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA 6ET SYtMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3 AILRON
(A3606A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIV1EI 0.000 0.0r D.0.000 1l0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,STING EFFECTS ON AILERONS,DELTA AILERON = ]0 DEG.
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CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DOESCRIFTION
(A3606A) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER
E3620E) 7 MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NACH
2 4 6 a 10
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3 AILRON
R Bl WI VIE O. 0 000 0.000 0.00 10.00U 0

























STUDIESSTING EFFECTS ON AILERONS.DELTA AILERON =
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFZGURATION. DESCRIPTION
(A36?07A) H SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E3621E) Zs HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACn 0.601
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDCEfi3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 G.000 0.000 20D.000 SREF 9.0250 So.IN.
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~-m - -- -i -~r T - m--m---1- r--
6 -- 4 - 2 02 4 6 B t0 12 14 J6
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURRATION CESCRIFTION
(A3607A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3621E) R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
Bi WI VI El
I WI,/l V El
0.899
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
b.000 0.000 0.000 20.000 SfiEF 9.o020so SQ.IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATICH CESCRIFTIOI
(A3607?AJ M SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER







BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 20.DOO SREF 9.0250 SI.IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(AI3607A) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,STING EFFECTS ON AILERONSDELTA AILERON = 20 DEG.
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v - 4 - 20 2 4 68 10 12 14 16
CATA SET SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTI
(A360?7A) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CO





RBI TER BiWl VIEI
0.601
ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.0010 0.000 0.000 20.00O SREF 9.025D S.IN.
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6 - 4 - 2 0 ' 2 '4 6 8 10 Z.2 14 ~6
ANGI
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A360?A1 I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3621E) I MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORi8TER
MA C
LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
Wi VIE1 0.000 0.000 0.000
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,STING EFFECTS ON RUDDERS, DELTA RUDDER(2)= 0 DEG.
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ , .. __
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _~~~~~~-
7 -6 -5 -4 -3
rHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
-2 - 0 1 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER2
R BIWI V3D2EIRZ -0.300 0. DO 0.G00
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.06
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S IDE SL IP ANGL E. BE T A. DE GREE S
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(1A61BO) Q HMSFC TVT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3622F) I MNSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ALPHA ELEVNI RUCERZ
BIWIV3C2EIRZ -0.300 0.000 vO.OO
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~' .__ ...... _i 
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHMBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVNI RUDER2
IA36120) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIV3C2EIR2 -0.300 .OL,00 0.000
(E3622F j H4SFC TWT 494 MSFCLMSC ORBZTER BIWIV3DSEIR2 -0.300 0.000 0.000
MA CH 0.59 7
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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-. 4 t .............
- T - 6 -5 -4 - 3
S
CATA SET SYMCBGL CONFIGURATICON ESCRIFTION
A 13612DC) N MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E362ZF MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER2
BiWlV3DZEIR2 -0.300 0.000 0.000
BIWlV3D2E1R2 -0.300 0.000 0.000
0.900
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIFTIN
(A3612D) H MSFC TVT 494 MSFC/LMSC CORBITER
(ES362ZFI SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
E SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCER2
BIWIV3CD2EIR -0.300 0.000 0.0O0
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DEsCRIPTION
(A361ZC) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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CATA SET SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A3613C) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORSITE
(63623F) 15 SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORSITEF
MACH
'R
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVN1 RUDERZ
1 WIV3C2EIR2 -0.300 0.000 1 O. 0
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A36130) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(E3623F) MSFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC ORBITE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI RUDERZ
R BW1 V3C2EIR2 -0 .3G00 o.0 l.t 0000
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- .08
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CATA SET SYMO0L CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
(A361 3D) NSFC TWt 494 MSFC/LSC ORI rTER(E3623F I'SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC OR8ITER
MACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI RUCDER2
BIWIV3C2ElR2 -0.300 .o000 10.000
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8 -r -6 -5 -4 -a -2 -1 0 s 2 3 4 5 6 r 8 9 i
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTIC"N
(A361301) HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE£
(E3623F) MHSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEf
HACH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVN1 RUCER2
R BIWIV3D2E1R2 -0.300 0.000 D 10.0
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CATA SET SyHBOL CONFIGUfATICN CDESCRIPTION
(A3613DJ NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC COiRTE£R
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(A3613D HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYrHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3615D) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC OR8ITER
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SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION C ESCRIPTION
CA3615D) J MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVNI
(A3615C) a PSFC THT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BlWlV3EI 
-0.300 0.00G
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MACH 1 .971
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVNI
(A361[C) Q NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER Bi1WV3EI -0.300 0.000
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CATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A3615C) n NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORiBITER
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET sYMBOL COCNFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
(A36150C) SFC TWT 494 nSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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DATA SET SYrBOL CONFIGURAUTION CESCRIFTION
CA3615D) ( MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
(A36Z4F) HMSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC 'ORBITE
HA CH
- 2 - 1 0 1 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVNI
R BSIlIV3EI -0.300 0.000
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- 4 3
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATICN CESCRIFTION
(A36150J Q MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LM5C ORBITE
(A3624F) 1 MHSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITEF
MACH
-2 - 1 0 I 2 3 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVNI
R B1WlV3Ei -0.300 0.000
R B1 WI V3EI -0.300 0.000
4.960
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
( A36S1) Q HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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(A3615C0 ) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITE
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-. -7 -6 -
CATA SET SYM0BOL CONFIGURATIC
(A3615s ) M nSFC TWT 494 M
(A3624F) I MSFC TWT 494 1
HACH
1. V.
5 -4 - -2 - 0 1 2 3 4 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ON CESCRIFTION ALFHA ELEVNI
SFC/LHSC ORBITEA BIWIV3EI 
-0.3O D0.00(
nSFC/LMSC ORBITER 81W IIV3E1 
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFICURATION CESCRIPTION
(A3615C) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITE
(A3624FJ) NISFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORSITE
HA CH
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVN1
R BIWIV3EI -0.300 0.000
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CATA HIST. COCE *G*E

















ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE LONGIT. CHARACT., BENT STING
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20 25 30 $5
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
.i000
OATA MIST. COCE *G4E










ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE LONGIT. CHARACT., BENT STING
HACH FPARAMETRIC VALUES
0.401 BETA 0.000 ELEVNI




I.472 DATA MIST. COCE *G*E
15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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DATA HIST. CODE *G*E






































15 20 25 3D 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES





1.47Z CATA MIST. CODE *G*E
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
REFERENCE INFORMATION
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CATA MIST. COCE *G*E
0.000 o
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MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER PAGE 317
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE LONGIT. CHARACT;. BENT STING
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DATA MIST. COCE *G*E
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER PAGE 318
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CATA SET SYTBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(D36055) MHSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(D36G45) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
£C3603S) HSFC TUT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36015) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LnSC ORBITER
(C360Z25 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
HACH
INE ELEVON EFFECTSo BENT STING
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCERfi3
BIW VIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.0r00 -20DO.( 0.000DD
B1WIVI EI 0.0001 -1 0.0 3 0.000D
BIWI VIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUOCR3
A MSFC TWT 494 HSFCLHMSC ORBITER BIWIV1EI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE1 0.000 -20.ODD 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BlWIVIE1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0. 000 .00 r0.000O
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ANGLE
COtFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 tSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER






OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
1VIEI 0.0 O -30.000 0.000
/VIEI 0.000 -20.00D 0.000
IVIE1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
VI EI 0.000 0.000 0.000








































4 L 45 50 
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
._. i ,,
t~~ 
_ .g5I 5202 / 54 * 05
CONFIGURATIOCN ESCRIFTION
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBITE
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LM4SC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITE
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORPITE
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORSITE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.O0 i0.00
R BIW VIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
:R i WI VI El 0.000 -10 .000 0.000
AR BIWIVIE1 0.000 0.000 0.000


























































6 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC2LhSC ORBITEF
HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LM5C ORSITEf
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER   / H5  
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC OR BITER
HA CH
f 7------4---- ------  I- -- _- - I LI
25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA,
BE TA ELEVI
K BIWIViEI 0.00D -30.0O
R BIWI VE1 0.000 -20.,0t
































































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMDOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORgITER BI Wi VEI O.000 -30.000 0.000
NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LnSC ORBITER i 1WlVIEl 0.000 -20.000 0.o000
NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER B1WIVIEI 0.000 -10.00L 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEl O.0O0 0.000 0.000

































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING2_. Q r tr-rrr I-- ,BENT STING












. .. , ._ ___ 
__ 
_.·_
.. _ ._ _ ........ 
_ _ __._ _. ____ . - C:.S -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
K_
5 10
-__- _T _ .------- ._-_---- _ --- *---- L __
_.__`-~~-7- I_ I__ _ _. __ ______ ____
__-L..*I_.I~r*bJ--__ _ 1 W F 
25 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5
CONFIGURATICN CESCRIPTIOCN
HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC OCRBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBEiTER
HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER
nSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBiTEE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R BIW1VIE1 0.000 
-30.0O 0.000
R 
-B WVIE1 0.000 
-20.000 0.000O
BR 8WIVIE1 0 000 -10.000 0.000
R WIVE1l 
.000 0 .00 0 0. 00

















































qSC/HRLE CR81TER STUUDIES,.BASELINE LLEVUN EFFECIS, ULNI SIING
I~~~~~~~~~~~ I 
,. i
.~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I_ ie .
_
_ ] 
I l . .
I^ ~.t_. .... I_.._., '...
ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC;i DESCRIPTION
A M$FC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER


























































I L .. I...M I. a I_ - %^PfIi t Irrr .. r.r .......... . .... Mrr t&^LM
p o
EFFECTS, BENT STING
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
A NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC CORBITER BIWiVIEI G0.00 -30.000 0.000HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BlWIVlEI 0.000 -2000000D 0.000MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIViEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BlWiViEI 0.000 10.000 0.000
MACH 0.591
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























































_ 5 0 5 o t15
ANC
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C36055) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C36045) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C36035S) nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36015) MSFC TUT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C36025Z) SFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HACH
INE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
GLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0. 000 -10.00 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.000 10.G00 0.000
0.903
REFERENCE INFORMATION





ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0;0033 SCALE
PAGE 330
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,.BASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
a I I -- T i v I I m I * r' ' I I * ! * I I i T I I I I I .r I -rT r , r-r-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYrHBOL CONFIGGRATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RULER3
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BlIWVIEl 0.000 -30.000 0.000UO
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BWIlVIEI 0.000 -20.ODO 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE1 .GOD -I0.ObD 0.000
NSFC TIT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER B6WIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000










































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
CONFIGURATICON CESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC OR81 TE
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 4SFC/L4SC ORB1TER
s15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R B WI VEI O.PDOD .- 30.000 0.000
R BIWIVIE 0.0(0o -20.000 0.000
R BIWI VIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 10.000 d. D00o
4.959











































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
Fi i i- * * . r" ., .. .... ' i!, ... ., . ... .. 1 ' " . . * ~, ... -.. 1 - * * -r
'-- .,, 
iSX~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3 10 15 20 25 30 35
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
50 55
ANGLE
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAT!CV DPFSCRIFTION
(03605) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C036045) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C361s3) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E360oS) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
































































- 5 U 5 10
VATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C36D05) NSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C36045) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(C36035) HSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(E360151) SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(D36025). nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
NACH
BENT STING
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
BI WVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
I BlWIVIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000








ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE U.0033 SCALE
PAGE 334
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES,BASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
L _ _ .__ ._ .-;_____ _ .____ ._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ ___ -: .. ,= . __. _ .... .. * r r ., .
_ _ _ _ _ _= _===
LI... ...
_____ _ _ __ _ I _ _ _ _ _
.- ________ __________ __________ __________ __________ __________ I __________ __________ __________ __________ ________-¥
I..
SO 40 50 55
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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5 C 5 %D 15 20 235 30 35 40 45 50 55
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
aA NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFCLMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
































































DATA SET SYHBOL CONFICURATOICt CESCRIPTION
(C36055) A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3604S) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3603S) NSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36015) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON -EFFEC1,S BENT STING
P' = ! _ ! !! " ! "
fA .....
DLI_.
0 5 10 15 20 25 55 40 45
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAi DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVN1 RUCER3
(C36055) A MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
(C3604S) a MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIW VIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(C36035i S MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIW1VIEL 0.000 -10.DOO 0.000
(E36015) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIE 0.000 0.000 0.000 G









ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 338
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS. BENT STING
* r-w yr i ,Bggv-r--r -r ____gs- -i-i-- r,- .
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MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER








Z~~~ . . . . . . . . .S 20 25 30 35
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES-
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
IVIEI 0.000 -30b.O0 0.0D0
LVIEI 0.000 -ZO.OG 0.000U
1VlEI 0.000 
-10.000 U.OG
IVIEI U.0GG G.0GG O. O0IVIEI 0.000 10.000 0.00G
1.966
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I MqC/HRFC (RRITFR STUDIEnlFBASFI INF ELFVN EFFECTS. BENT STING
vi w- Vl .lr4 i ,
I,)%, w II I AL-% WI Ui I I' L i ! ; ;L L. is i !J-6 a iL L . L . i ! '1 Ly I r-, I a i ·yi! 
l , ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~s
_ T - _0 1_ go _0. 35 40 AS 50 5 
_JF
·, . ,,O
s~1 1 I 5 Z° 2)5 3e 35 '4D *S 50 55
SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CESCRIFTION
A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TEA
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETAd ELEVN1 RUDER3
R 5BIWl Vl E 0.O00 -30.000 0. o00
R BWIVEI l l 0.000 -20.000 0.000
R B1 Wl VIlEI 0.000 -10 G.00 0.000
R BlWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000







































































HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
nSFC TWT 494 MSFCILMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB1TE
15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R B1 Wi V1EI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
_R BlWI VIE1 0.00 -20.000 0.000
_R BIWIVIEI 0O.00 -10.000 0.000
_R B1 WI VI 0 0.000 0 . a 000
_R BIWIVIE1 0.000 10.000 0O000
D.591






































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFICURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDCER3
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVlEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000.
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
nSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWI£VEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000








ZMRP - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 342
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING












HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITrE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITEF
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
MSfC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBIT[E
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R 1 WI VlEI O.00 -30.000 0.000
R BlW1VIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
R B1 WVIEI 0.000 -10O.GOO 0O00
*R 0BWIVIEI 0.oC0 0.000 0.000
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MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBIfEf
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
8ETA ELEVNI RUCER3
R BI WIVIE 0.000 -30.000 0.U000
R Bl WI VIEI O.000 -20.000 0.000
R B1WVIEI1 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R BI WIY VIEI 0.0 0.000 D.000
R BI WIVIEVI 0.000 10. 0.000
4.959



























LMSC/HRFC IRBITER STIUDIFSoASFI INE FL EVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
I it IL ,-% .W ,Li I - It 0I %L AL IF , Li# II L-L L I V -. L. V %0#1 # # 9 A.% I F. 1 .IV I 4 V W*g|| 
., ,- .. - -- 
..- e . / ,,
,~~~~~~~~z wo P
5 15 200 354045- 
5 ti 5 10 25 20 t5 30 35 *0 45 50 S5
SymBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
N SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
NSFC TWr 494 MSFC/LHSC OR6BZTE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITE
A CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
If B1WIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.OO0
R BI WI VI E 0.000 -20.000 G.000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 -10.000 0 000
A B1 WI VIEl 0.000 0.000 0.000






















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING
?fT-l- TTT~17 T TT T~-r- l----r-rr rr
I _ _ _ __.___
* _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
r
F - -- - - I - A
nf , __1. II
10
DATA SET SrYMBOL CONFIGURATIOC DESCRIFTION
'036055) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITEF
(036045) HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEF
10363S 1 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE£
(E3601IS MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEI(C360ZS) a MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LIIMSC ORBITEI
s5 20 Z5 50 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA FLEVNI RUCER3
R B1 WI V EI 0..0O -30.0c0 0 000
R BlWl VIEI 0.000 -ZOO.o. . o000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R 81 WIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000
fR BlWI VEI 0.000 0.000D 0.000







































LMSC/HRFC flRRITFR STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS, BENT STING





. . .O · 1 02 D3 0 4 D5
CONFIGURATICON CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITE
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
R B81W1VIEI1 a.oo -30.0 O. 000
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20 .OO 0.000
R IWIVIEIl 0.000 -IO.Oo0 0.OOU
R BlWIVIEl 0.000 0.000 0.0010
















































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON EFFECTS. BENT STING
'. ~ ~~~~~~~~ .. ...
~~~~~~~~~... , .... 
. . 0 __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
O Q~~~~~~~~~~~~~ C Q- aoec _g C } 
5 0~ 5 10 .I5 20 25 30 35 40 *5 5D 55
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFICGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
(036055) A HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BINIVIEI D.DOO -30.000 0.000
(03604S) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
(D36035) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER' BIWIVIeI 0.000 -10.000 O.000
(E36015) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 O.OOO




























































-~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ k 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIrNA CESCR
(036055) A hSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMS
(036045) hSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMS(03603SS) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMS
(E360S15 SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMS




.a .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
IPFTICN BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
SC ORBITER 1 WIVIEI 0.000 -30.000 U.00U
iC ORlBITER BlWIVIEI 0.000 -2D.DD 0.000DO
3C ORBITER BlWIVIEI O.O00 -10.000 O.DGO
SC ORBITER BIWI VEI D. 0.000 0. 0.000
C ORBITER BlWI VIEI .000 10.000G 0.000
0.591
-. 25
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LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIESBASELINE ELEVON





















CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN CDESCRIFTION
C03605S) A MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(D36D4S) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(C3603S) NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E3601S) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(036025) MSFC TWT 494 ISFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
.00 -. 05 -. tO -. 15 -o20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
B i W1 VIEI 0.000 -30.000 0.00G
BIWIVIEI O.Oo0 -20.00 0.000
81WI VIEI 0.000 -10.000 0.000
81 WI VIE1 0.000 0.000 0.000


























.20 .15 .10 .05
f
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(036055) A NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(C36045) MSFC TWT 494 NSFCiLMSC ORBITER(C3603S) MSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(E36015) MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LnSC ORBITER
(036025s) SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
.00 -. 05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3
Bi WIVIEI O.00D0 -30.000 0. 00
BIWI VIEI 0.000 -20. 00 r0.000 
BI WI VIEI 0.000 -10.000 o0.00
Bi WIVEIl 0.0:l0 0.00 0.000












PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOCJ DESCRIFTICN BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
MHSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LHSC ORBITER BI Wl.VLEI 0.000 -30.000 0.000
.ISFC TWT 494 HSFC/LHSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 -20.000 0.000
nSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER BlWlVIEl 0.000 -10.000 0.000
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000




























LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE AILERON EFFECTS, BENT STING
0 10 15 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYNBOL CONFIGUVRATICS CESCRIPTION
HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LNSC ORBITER
0 MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MACH
BIWVI E1











RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
0.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XNRF 3.9950 INCHES
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES
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CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
1(3601T) Q MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
(H360651 HSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITEI
(H3607S)1 O SFC TWT 494 NSFC/LNSC ORBITEI
inA CH 0.903
10 15 20 25 30 35
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
R BIWIVIEI O o000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
iR BIWIVIEI O.ODO 0.00G O. bO0 10.000 LREF 6.142U INCHES
iR BIWI VIEI 0.00I 0.000 0.000 20.00D BREF 6.14Z0 INCHES
XMRP 3.9950 INCHES
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES
ZNRF - 0.1350 INCHES
SCALE 0.0033 SCALE
PAGE 354
LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE AILERON EFFECTS, BENT STING
.~ .'ce o o '--
.~~~ ~''~' .--- ,~ -^ 
.-- I . : 
.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .. . .. ...
' .... ~~~~.... ... ...... . _....... .... .. '_.# '.1 
5 0 5 D 15 2D 25 J0 J5
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC{. CESCRIFTIOi
MSFC TVT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TEI
MSFC TVT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TEI
0 NSFC TUT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITEi
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AILRON
iR BIVE VE 0.000 0.000 0.000DD
fi BI WVIEI 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.000





































LMSC/HREC ORBITER STUDIES.BASELINE AILERON EFFECTS, BENT STING
f .... I ... -- IE
5 0GLE 
ANGLE OF
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC- DESCRIPTION
tH360lT) MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER
(H3606S) R MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER






BE TA ELEVNI RUCER3
0.000 0.000 0.U00D







SREF 9.250 S Q.IN.
LREF 6.1420 INCHES
BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XmH£F 3 .995 0 INCHES
YHMRF 0.0000 INCHES



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYmBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(H3601T) D MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
(H36065) HSFC TWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER






BETA ELEVN1 RUDER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 9.0250 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.000 10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
0.000 0.000 0.00Y 2C.OO BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRP 0.U000 INCHES

















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURAT CN DESCRIFTION :BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIJVIEI o.DO0 i.ODO r 0U.000
H SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITER' B1WIviEI 0.000 0.000 0.0000 MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LYSC ORBITER B1WIV EI 0.000 0.000 . 000
MACH 1 .947
AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
SREF 9.0250 S. IN.
10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHE&
YMRF ' .0000 INCHES





























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SrMBOL CONFICURATICON DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVNI RUDER3
SFC rWT 494 HSFC/LMSC ORBITER BIWIVIEI. 0.000 0.000 0.000
N SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORRBITER BIWlVIEI O.OD0 G.ooo o.oo0





10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
O.G000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES




































.o06 I' . .I I I I I- I. r. .1
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTCON
H4SFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBI TEI
NSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORBITE£
0 HSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC ORB ITE
MACH O .903
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVNI RUCER3 AILRON REFERENCE INFORMATION
R B1 WIVtEI C.000 0.O000 0.00 SREF 9.0250 SG.IN.
R BIWIVIE10 0.000 G.000 0.000 10.00 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
R BIWIVIEI 0.000 O.OaO 0.000 20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES
































LMSC/HRFC [RRBITFR STUDIEFS.BASELINE AILERON EFFECTS, BENT STING
... .- -a .~ .~~-v-- .... !I..,. .... ,................






MSFC TWT 494 NSFC/LMSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LHSC ORBITER
MSFC TWT 494 MSFC/LMSC CRBI TER
10
ANGLE OF
Bl WI VI El
B1 Wl VI El




I e0.000 0.000 0.000
I .- U0o.00G 0.000 0.000




10.000 LREF 6.1420 INCHES
20.000 BREF 6.1420 INCHES
XMRF 3.9950 INCHES
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES
ZMRF - 0.1350 INCHES
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